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MEMories and EXperiences for inclusive digital storytelling
(2019-2022)
The participants of the Royal Palace of Caserta tell their stories!
Live stream on March 9th for the MEMEX project!
On March 9th, at 5.00pm CET, the participants of the workshops organized in Reggia Di
Caserta will tell their stories live!
In December, the “ReggiaCard 2021” subscribers who accepted the Museum's invitation took
part in five workshop meetings to tell their experiences and memories and elaborate personal
and engaging digital stories. The goal was to build narrations composed of personal
memories, photos, videos, and elements of cultural heritage to be shared with the
community. Collections of stories that will partly flow into the MEMEX app, adding to other
stories created in different European contexts (Lisbon, Barcelona, and Paris). This valuable
experience is part of the participatory process started with the modification of the UNESCO
Site Management Plan of the Royal Palace.
On March 9th, at 5.00 pm, on the Facebook and YouTube channels of the Royal Palace of
Caserta, the protagonists of these exciting stories will "tell" them live for the first time, and
backstage details and curiosities will be revealed. An opportunity to participate in the history
of the Vanvitellian Complex, a World Heritage Site, a lively museum at the service of society
and its development.
MEMEX is a three-year project (2019-2022) funded by the Horizon2020 program of the
European Union, which aims to promote social cohesion through collaborative and digital
tools linked to cultural heritage. At the Royal Palace of Caserta, the process was guided by
ECCOM, an organization that operates in the cultural sector to promote participation and
social inclusion.
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MEMEX project is coordinated by the Italian Institute of Technology (Italy). The consortium is
composed by: Ca’ Foscari University of Venice (Italy), EY (Italy), ECCOM (Italy), CNRS – Centre National
de Recherche Scientifique (France), Interactive Technologies Institute - LARSyS (Portugal), Michael
Culture Association (Belgium), Dédale (France), Interarts (Spain), Noho (Ireland), Mapa das Ideias
(Portugal).
Useful links:
●
●
●
●
●

Video about the project
Video playlist about MEMEX Pilots
Video playlist about the first stories created in MEMEX app
MEMEX Policy Briefs
Website
MEMEX on social media:

@MemexProject
Contact: contact@memexproject.eu
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